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A note on nearly a Kenmotsu submersions (**)

1 - Introduction

In [TM1], many classes of almost contact metric manifolds, furnished with the
Kenmotsu metric, have been characterized. Among them, nearly Kenmotsu manifolds seem to be interesting according to the result in [TM3]; there, it is shown that a
Riemannian submersion with nearly Kenmotsu structure as total space, has minimal
fibres and preserves the sectional holomorphic curvature tensor on horizontal distribution. Also, semi-invariant submanifolds of nearly Kenmotsu manifolds are
studied by M.M. Tripathi and S.S. Shukla in [T-S].
Following D. Janssens and L. Vanhecke [J-V], who defined a Kenmotsu manifolds, we define a nearly a Kenmotsu structure. This class includes the classes of
nearly Kenmotsu, nearly cosymplectic, nearly-K-cosymplectic and closely cosymplectic structures.
This paper is organized in the following way.
In Section 2, we recall some background notions on almost Hermitian and almost
contact metric manifolds which will be needed in the sequel.
Section 3 is devoted to almost contact metric submersions. Here we will review
fundamental properties and describe the structure of the base space or that of the
fibre submanifolds.
In Section 4, we examine the geometry of the fibres; the properties of the
O'Neill's tensors are used to prove the minimality and the superminimality of the
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fibres. It is shown that the fibres of a nearly a Kenmotsu submersion are minimal.
If they are superminimal, then the horizontal distribution is integrable.
Section 5 is concerned with the curvature property. We show that
a nearly a Kenmotsu submersion preserves the holomorphic sectional curvature
tensor on horizontal vector fields.
I am grateful to Professor M. Falcitelli for her judicious comments.

2 - Preliminaries on manifolds

An almost Hermitian manifold is a Riemannian manifold (M; g) equipped with a
tensor field , J; of type (1; 1) satisfying the following conditions:
(i) J 2 D  D; and
(ii) g(JD; JE)  g(D; E); for all D, E 2 x(M):
Any almost Hermitian manifold, (M; g; J); admits a differentail 2 form, V; defined by
V(D; E)  g(D; JE);
and called the fundamental form or the KaÈhler form. Almost Hermitian manifolds
are of even dimension say, 2m: From the classification of almost Hermitian structures, obtained by A. Gray and L.M. Hervella in [G-H], we shall be intersted with the
nearly KaÈhler structure. This is defined by
(rD V)(D; E)  0:
An almost contact structure on a differentiable manifold, M; is a triple (W; j; h)
where:
(i) j is a distinguished vector field,
(ii) h is a differential 1 form such that h(j)  1; and
(iii) W is a tensor field of type (1; 1) satisfying
W2 D 

D  h(D)j;

for all D 2 x(M):
If, in addition, M admits a Riemannian metric g such that
g(WD; WE)  g(D; E)

h(D)h(E);

then g is called a compatible metric. In this case, (M; g; W; j; h) is an almost contact
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metric manifold. Almost contact metric manifolds are of odd dimension noted,
2m  1:
As in the case of almost Hermitian manifolds, the fundamental 2 form, f; of an
almost contact metric manifold is defined by
f(D; E)  g(D; WE):
Let us recall the defining relations of those structures which will be used in this
study.
An almost contact metric manifold is said to be:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

cosymplectic if rW  0;
closely cosymplectic if (rD W)D  0; and dh  0;
nearly cosymplectic if (rD W)D  0;
nearly-K-cosymplectic if (rD W)E  (rE W)D  0  rD j;
nearly Kenmotsu if (rD W)E  (rE W)D  h(E)WD h(D)WE;
Kenmotsu if (rD W)E  g(WD; E)j h(E)WD:

Let a be a real number, in [J-V], Janssens and Vanhecke have defined an
a Kenmotsu manifold by setting
(rD W)E  a  fg(WD; E)j

h(E)WDg:

Following this, a nearly a Kenmotsu manifold is one defined by
(rD W)E  (rE W)D  a  f h(E)WD

h(D)WEg:

Taking E  D; the above relation gives rise to
(rD W)D  a  f h(D)WDg;
which defines a nearly a Kenmotsu as pointed in [TM4]. Setting a  0; the last
relation reduces to the nearly cosymplectic structure.

3 - Almost contact metric submersions

Let us recall, from [O'N], that a Riemannian submersion is a surjective mapping
p : M ! B;
between Riemannian manifolds such that
(i) p is of maximal rank;
(ii) p =(Ker p )? is a linear isometry.
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The tangent bundle T(M); of the total space M; admits an orthogonal decomposition
T(M)  H(M)  V (M):
We denote by V and H the vertical and the horizontal projections respectively. A
vector field X of the horizontal distribution, H(M); is called a basic vector field if it is
p related to a vector field X of the base space B: Such a vector field means that
X  p X: On the base space, tensors and other objects will be denoted by a prime
while those on the fibres will be specified by a carret^:
0
Let (M2m1 ; g; W; j; h) and (M02m 1 ; g0 ; W0 ; j 0 ; h0 ) be almost contact metric manifolds. By an almost contact metric submersion of type I, one understands a
Riemannian submersion
0

p : M2m1 ! M02m 1
satisfying:
(i) p W  W0 p ;
(ii) p j  j 0 :
0

When the base space is an almost Hermitian manifold, (B2m ; g0 ; J0 ); then the
Riemannian submersion
0

p : M2m1 ! B2m ;
is called an almost contact metric submersion of type II if
p W  J 0 p :
If a property holds for both type I and type II submersions, we will denote
p : M !B
without refering to the dimension.
Now, we overview some of the fundamental properties of such types of submersions.
0

P r o p o s i t i o n 3 . 1 . Let p : M 2m1 ! M 02m 1 be an almost contact metric
submersion of type I. Then
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

p f0  f;
p h0  h;
the horizontal and vertical distributions are W invariant;
h(U)  0 if U 2 V (M);
H(rX W)Y is basic associated to (r0X W0 )Y if X and Y are basic.
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p
0

P r o po s i t i o n 3. 2 . Let p : M 2m1 ! M 02m be an almost contact metric submersion of type II. Then
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

p V 0  f;
the horizontal and vertical distributions are W invariant;
h(X)  0 if X 2 H(M);
H(rX W)Y is basic associated to (r0X J0 )Y if X and Yare basic.

P r o of .

See again Watson W1:

p

Now, from a given structure of the total space, we want to determine the corresponding structure on the base space and the fibres.
0

P r o po s i t i o n 3 .3 . Let p : M 2m1 ! M 02m 1 be an almost contact metric
submersion of type I. If the total space is a nearly a Kenmotsu manifold, then
the base space inherits the structure of the total space while the fibres are nearly
Èhler manifolds.
Ka
P r o of . Let X and Y be basic vector fields. According to the defining relation of
a nearly a Kenmotsu manifold, we have
(rX W)Y  (rY W)X  a  f h(Y)WX

h(X)WY g:

Since H(rX W)Y is basic associated to (r0X W0 )Y ; H(rY W)X is basic associated to
(r0Y W0 )X and p h0  h; we get
(r0X W0 )Y  (r0Y W0 )X  a  f h0 (Y )W0 X

h0 (X )W0 Y g:

The base space is then a nearly a Kenmotsu manifold.
Concerning the structure of the fibres, let us consider U and V tangent to the
fibres. The defining relation of the total space gives rise to
(rU W)V  (rV W)U  0;
because h(U)  0  h(V ) from Proposition 3.1(d). It is known that, the fibres of an
almost contact metric submersion of type I are almost Hermitian manifolds. So, on
^U  JU and W
^V  JV : Therefore, the relation
the fibres, one has W
^VW
^ UW
^)V  (r
^)U  0
(r
defines a nearly KaÈhler structure.

p
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0

P r o p o s i t i o n 3 . 4 . Let p : M 2m1 ! M 02m be an almost contact metric submersion of type II. If the total space is a nearly a Kenmotsu manifold, then the
Èhler manifold.
base space is a nearly Ka
P r o of .
relation

It is not hard to show that a nearly a Kenmotsu manifold verifies the
(rD f)(D; E)  a  h(D)f(E; D):

Considering the basic vector fields X and Y; one gets (rX f)(X; Y)  0 because of the
vanishing of h on horizontal distribution from Proposition 3.2(c).
Since p V 0  f by Proposition 3.2(a), one obtains
(r0X V 0 )(X ; Y )  0;
which defines a nearly KaÈhler structure on the base space.

p

4 - The geometry of the fibres

The O'Neill configuration tensors, T and A; on the total space of a Riemannian
submersion are defined in [O'N] by setting
TD E  HrVD VE  VrVD HE;
AD E  VrHD HE  HrHD VE:
Among the fundamental properties of these tensors, we recall
4:1

TU V  TV U;

4:2

TE  TVE ;

4:3

HrU V  TU V ;

4:4

AX Y 

4:5

AY X;

AE  AHE :

If X is basic, then
4:6

HrU X  AX U;

and U; X  is vertical.
It is known that T is used in the geometry of the fibres and A is the integrability
tensor of the horizontal distribution.

[7]
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P r o po s i t i o n 4. 1 . Let p : M ! B be an almost contact metric submersion of
type I or type II such that the total space is a nearly Kenmotsu manifold. Then
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

TU WU  WTU U;
TU j  0;
AX WX  0;
Aj j  0:

P r o of .

The defining relation of a nearly Kenmotsu manifold reduces to
(rD W)D 

h(D)WD:

Consider the case of a type I submersion. Since h(U)  0; the above relation becomes
(rU W)U  0 from which
TU WU

WTU U  0

via the horizontal projection.
In the case of a type II submersion, since WU is vertical in the light of Proposition
3.2(b), the horizontal projection leads to
H(rU W)U 

h(U)H(WU)  0

because H(WU)  0:
As H(rU W)U  0; one deduces TU WU  WTU U which establishes (a) whose (b) is
a consequence.
Let us examine (c). On a basic vector field X; we have
(rX W)X 

h(X)WX:

Consider a type I submersion. It is known, from Proposition 3.1(c), that WX is horizontal. Therefore, the vertical projection
V(rX W)X 

h(X)V(WX)  0

because V(WX)  0: Since V(rX W)X  0; we deduce AX WX  WAX X:
In the case of a type II submersion, one gets (rX W)X  0 because h(X)  0; thus,
AX WX WAX X  0: On the other hand, by virtue of (4.4), AX X  0 so that AX WX  0
is true. This is the proof of (c) from which (d) follows.
p
T h e o r e m 4 . 1 . Let p : M ! B be an almost contact metric submersion of
type I or type II. If the total space is a nearly a Kenmotsu manifold, then
(a) TU WU  WTU U;
(b) Tj j  0;
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(c) AX WX  0;
(d) Aj j  0:
P r o of .

Recall that a nearly a Kenmotsu manifold is defined by
(rD W)E  (rE W)D  a  f h(E)WD

h(D)WEg:

Setting D  E  U in the above relation, one gets
(rU W)U 

a  h(U)WU;

which is the relation in Proposition 4.1.

p

As a consequence of the above Theorem 4.1, one has
C o r o l l a r y 4 . 1 . Let p : M ! B be an almost contact metric submersion of
type I or type II. If the total space is a nearly a Kenmotsu manifold, then the fibres
are minimal submanifolds.
P r o of .

In [TM2], it is shown that if the O'Neill tensor T verifies
TU WV  WTU V ;

then the fibres are minimal. Thus, considering Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.1(a)
and (b), the proof follows.
p
Now, let us turn our attention to another subject. The superminimality of the
fibres. We will follow Watson, [W2], who studied this for an almost Hermitian submersion. Note that, in [F-P], a result has been obtained concerning the superminimality of the fibres of an almost KaÈhler submersion.
D e f i ni t i o n 4 .1 . Let (M2m1 ; g; W; j; h) be an almost contact metric manifold
 a W invariant submanifold of M: If, (rV W)  0 for all V tangent to M;
 then
and M
 is said to be superminimal.
M
Note that, a superminimal W invariant almost contact metric submanifold of an
almost contact metric manifold is minimal. But, this may not be true for a superminimal W invariant almost Hermitian submanifold of an almost contact metric
manifold.
0

R e m a r k 4 .1 . Let p : M2m1 ! M02m 1 be an almost contact metric submersion of type I. In order to verify superminimality of the almost Hermitian
^ J;
^ ^g); there are four components of g((rV W)E; F) to be considered on the
fibres, (M;

[9]
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total space. We find
(SM-1)
(SM-2)
(SM-3)
(SM-4)

^
^r
^ V U; W);
^ V JU
J
g((rV W)U; W)  g(r
g((rV W)U; X)  g(WTV U TV WU; X);
g((rV W)X; U)  g((rV W)U; X);
g((rV W)X; Y)  g(AWX Y  AX WY; V ):

In the case of an almost contact metric submersion of type II, it is known that the
fibres are almost contact metric manifolds. To verify superminimality of the fibres,
we consider
(SM-5)
(SM-6)
(SM-7)
(SM-8)

^ V U; W);
^VW
^U W
^r
g((rV W)U; W)  g(r
g((rV W)U; X)  g(WTV U TV WU; X);
g((rV W)X; U)  g((rV W)U; X);
g((rV W)X; Y)  g(AWX Y  AX WY; V ):
0

P r o po s i t i o n 4 .2 . Let p : M 2m1 ! M 02m 1 be an almost contact metric
Èhler.
submersion of type I. If the fibres are superminimal, then they are Ka
P r o of . The vanishing of (SM-1) calculation is equivalent to the assertion that
the fibres are KaÈhler.
p
P r o po s i t i o n 4. 3 . Let p : M ! B be an almost contact metric submersion of
type I or type II. If the total space is cosymplectic, then the fibres are superminimal.
P r o of . Since the total space is cosymplectic, we have (rE W)F  0: Let us
consider a vector field, V ; tangent to the fibres. Then (rV W)F  0 which shows that
the fibres are superminimal.
p
T h e o r e m 4 . 2 . Let p : M ! B be an almost contact metric submersion of
type I or type II such that the total space is nearly Kenmotsu. If the fibres are
superminimal, then the horizontal distribution is completeley integrable.
P r o of . It is known that the defining relation of a nearly Kenmotsu manifold
can reduce to
(rD W)D  h(D)WD  0:
We then have
0  g(U; (rX W)X)  h(X)g(WX; U):
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Since WX is horizontal, g(WX; U)  0; so, it remains
0  g(U; (rX W)X)
0  g(U; AX WX

WAX X)

0  g(U; AX WX):
Therefore, AX WX  0: From the superminimality of the fibres, we conclude that
A  0:
Consider the case of a type II submersion, the vanishing of h on horizontal vector
fields yields (rX W)X  0: From this, we can obtain AX WY  AWX Y: Combining this
with calculation (SM-8) gives rise to A  0:
p
T h e o r e m 4 .3 . Let p : M ! B be an almost contact metric submersion of
type I or type II with the total space a nearly a Kenmotsu manifold. If the fibres
are superminimal, then the horizontal distribution is completely integrable.
P r o of . Since, by Theorem 4.1(c), AX WX  0; we deduce A  0 as in the proof of
Theorem 4.2.
p

5 - Curvature

Let us recall that the Riemannian curvature tensor R of a KaÈhler manifold satisfies the K1 identity (the KaÈhler identity) defined by
R(D; E; F; G)  R(D; E; JF; JG):
Other Ki identities (i = 1, 2, 3) have been studied by A. Gray in [G], but their interrelations with the theory of Riemannian submersions can be found in [W-V].
Let (M2m ; g; J) be an almost Hermitian manifold. The Ki curvature properties
are defined in the following way.
(1) K1 : if R(D; E; F; G)  R(D; E; JF; JG);
(2) K2 : if R(D; E; F; G)  R(JD; E; JF; G)  R(JD; JE; F; G)  R(JD; E; F; JG);
(3) K3 : if R(D; E; F; G)  R(JD; JE; JF; JG):
The notation NK1 means that the manifold is nearly KaÈhler and possesses the
K1 curvature property. It is known that NK1  K1 , thus, we will consider
K1 curvature property.
In their study of curvature tensors of almost contact metric manifolds,
D. Janssens and L. Vanhecke, [J-V], have defined the cosymplectic curvature

[11]
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property by setting
R(D; E; F; G)  R(D; E; WF; WG):
Kenmotsu and Sasakian curvature properties are also defined in [J-V] and recalled
in [TM5].
We shall be interested by the cosymplectic curvature property which will intertwine with the KaÈhler one.
First we have.
T h e or e m 5 . 1 [ J - V ] . Let (M2m1 ; g; W; j; h) be an almost contact metric
manifold. If it satisfies the condition
(rD W)E  0;
then it verifies the cosymplectic curvature property.
P r o of .

For an almost contact metric manifold, the Ricci identity is given by
R(D; E)W

(5:1)

WR(D; E)  rD ; rE W

rD;E W:

The condition on M being equivalent to rW  0; the right hand side of (5:1) vanishes.
We get R(D; E)WF WR(D; E)F  0 which gives
g(R(D; E)WF; WG)  g(WR(D; E)F; WG) 

g(R(D; E)F; W2 G)

from which we get
(5:2)

g(R(D; E)WF; WG) 

g(R(D; E)F; G)

g(R(D; E)F; h(G)j)

It remains to show that g(R(D; E)F; h(G)j)  0: Indeed,
g(R(D; E)F; h(G)j)  g(R(D; E)F; j)h(G);
but
g(R(D; E)F; j)  R(D; E; F; j) 

R(D; E; j; F) 

g(R(D; E)j; F):

Since, in such a situation, rD j  0; we get R(D; E)j  0 from which we deduce
g(R(D; E)F; j)  0 so that (5:2) becomes
g(R(D; E)WF; WG)  g(R(D; E)F; G);
hence R(D; E; WF; WG)  R(D; E; F; G) follows immediately.
0

p

T h e or e m 5 . 2. Let p : M2m1 ! M02m 1 be an almost contact metric submersion of type I. If the total space verifies the condition
(rD f)(D; E)  a  h(D)f(E; D);
Èhler identity.
then the fibres possess the Ka
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P r o o f . If a  0; then the above condition reduces to (rD f)(D; E)  0 which
leads to the case that the fibres are nearly KaÈhler. According to Proposition 3.3, they
possess the NK1 identity which is the KaÈhler one.
Suppose a 6 0; the vanishing of h on vertical vector fields gives rise to
p
(rU f)(U; V )  0 from which the proof follows as in the case where a  0:
Considering the fact that, a nearly a Kenmotsu is also defined by the relation
(rD f)(D; E)  a  h(D)f(E; D);
the above Theorem 5.2 can be replaced by the following
T h e o r e m 5. 3 . The fibres of a nearly a Kenmotsu submersion of type I
Èhler identity.
verify the Ka
Recall that for an almost contact metric manifold (M2m1 g; W; j; h); the
W holomorphic sectional curvature tensor is defined by
HW (E)  kEk 4 g(R(E; WE)E; WE);
where g(E; j)  0:
T h e o r e m 5. 4 . Let p : M ! B be a nearly a Kenmotsu submersion of type I
or type II. Then the W holomorphic sectional curvature tensor is preserved on the
horizontal distribution.
P r o of .

Watson, [W1], has shown that
HW (X)  H0W (X )

3k X k 4 k AX WX k2 :

Thus, it suffices to show that AX WX  0: We can refer to Theorem 4.1(c).

p
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to discuss some geometric properties of Riemannian submersions whose total space is a nearly a Kenmotsu manifold.
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